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SUPERIOR COURT OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
CIVIL DIVISION

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA,    : Case No. 2020 CA 003611 B
:

Plaintiff :
:

v. : Judge Heidi M. Pasichow
:

DELWIN REALTY, LLC, et al., :
Defendants. : 

ORDER (1) DENYING AS MOOT THIRD-PARTY MEGHAN BURNS’ MOTION TO QUASH, 
(2) GRANTING PLAINTIFF’S MOTION TO STRIKE, AND (3) GRANTING PLAINTIFF’S 

MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AS TO LIABILITY FOR COUNT I

This matter is before the Court based upon (1) Third-Party Meghan Burns’ Motion to Quash, filed 

February 7, 2022; (2) Plaintiff’s Motion to Strike, filed April 12, 2022; and (3) Plaintiff’s Motion for 

Summary Judgment as to Liability for Count I, filed March 22, 2022. All parties are represented by 

Counsel.

I. Procedural History

On August 14, 2020, Plaintiff District of Columbia filed a Complaint against Defendants Delwin 

Realty, KEM Associates LLC d/b/a Hillcrest House Apartments (“KEM”), Gary Evans, and Jamaal Opie 

for violations of the District of Columbia Human Rights Act, D.C. Code § 2–1401.01, et seq. On 

September 21, 2020, Defendant Opie filed an Answer. On September 21, 2020, Defendants Delwin 

Realty, KEM, and Gary Evans filed their Answer. On November 9, 2020, the parties filed a Praecipe 

Requesting Scheduling Order, and a Track II – Mediation Scheduling Order was issued on November 12, 

2020. 

On January 8, 2021, Defendants filed their Fact Witness List. On January 11, 2021, Plaintiff filed 

its Witness List. On March 17, 2021, the parties filed a Joint Consent Motion to Extend the Scheduling 

Order, which was granted on April 13, 2021. On May 24, 2021, the parties filed a [Second] Joint Motion 

to Extend Scheduling Order, which was granted on August 4, 2021. On August 23, 2021, Plaintiff filed an 

Opposed Motion to Correct Scheduling Order, as the Court had inadvertently granted the joint request to 
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extend the Scheduling Order nunc pro tunc to the date of the Joint Motion’s filing, instead of thirty days 

from the date of the Court’s Order. On September 1, 2021, Defendants filed a Response to Plaintiff 

District of Columbia’s Opposed Motion to Correct Scheduling Order. On September 8, 2021, Plaintiff 

filed a Reply to Defendants’ Opposition to the Motion to Correct Order. On November 24, 2021, the 

Court issued an Order Granting Opposed Motion to Correct Scheduling Order. 

On February 7, 2022, Third-Party Meghan Burns filed a Motion to Quash. On February 9, 2022, 

Defendants filed a Praecipe to Withdraw Notice to Take Deposition of Meghan Burns. On March 22, 

2022, Plaintiff filed a Motion for Summary Judgment as to Liability for Count I. On April 5, 2022, 

Defendants filed their Opposition to Plaintiff’s Motion for Summary Judgment as to Liability for Count I. 

On April 12, 2022, Plaintiff filed a Reply Brief in Support of Plaintiff District of Columbia’s Motion for 

Summary Judgment as to Liability for Count I. Also on April 12, 2022, Plaintiff filed a Motion to Strike. 

On April 22, 2022, Defendants filed a Memorandum of Point[s] and Authorities in Opposition to Plaintiff 

District of Columbia’s Motion to Strike. On April 29, 2022, Plaintiff filed a Reply in Support of 

Plaintiff’s Motion to Strike.

II. Motion to Quash

In response to Third-Party Meghan Burns’ Motion to Quash, Defendants filed a Praecipe on 

February 9, 2022 withdrawing their Notice to Take Deposition of Meghan Burns and the Subpoena 

served therewith. Accordingly, the pending Motion to Quash is denied as moot. 

III. Motion to Strike

a. Legal Standard

Pursuant to Super. Ct. Civ. R. 12(f), “the [C]ourt may strike from a pleading an insufficient 

defense or any redundant, immaterial, impertinent, or scandalous matter.” The Court “should not grant a 

motion to strike ‘if the insufficiency of the defense is not clearly apparent, or if it raises factual issues that 

should be determined on a hearing on the merits.’” Duk Hea Oh v. Nat’l Capital Revitalization Corp., 7 
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A.3d 997, 1003 (D.C. 2010) (quoting Franco v. Nat’l Capital Revitalization Corp., 930 A.2d 160, 166–67 

(D.C. 2007)).

b. The District’s Motion

The District moves to strike portions of Defendants’ Opposition to Plaintiff’s Motion for 

Summary Judgment as to Liability for Count I pursuant to Superior Court Civil Rule 12(f), and for 

attorneys’ fees related to this Motion pursuant to Superior Court Civil Rule 56(h). Mot. at 1. Defendants’ 

Opposition, filed on April 5, 2022, allegedly “details and attaches confidential settlement communications 

between the parties to suggest that these negotiations are evidence of both (1) Defendants’ good-faith 

engagement in the interactive process to provide Ms. Artricia Morton the accommodation she requested; 

and (2) that Defendants have not (yet) refused to grant Ms. Morton’s request.” Id. The District notes that 

Defendants attached to their Opposition, without notice or authorization, (1) an email from Plaintiff’s 

counsel with the subject line “for settlement purposes only, not admissible” that contained confidential 

settlement discussions and (2) an affidavit from Defendant Delwin Realty’s in-house counsel, Velma 

Rivers, attesting to the parties’ settlement negotiations. Id. The District argues that both Ms. Rivers and 

Defendants’ litigation counsel “should be well aware that sharing confidential settlement communications 

with the Court is inappropriate and constitutes bad faith.” Id. 

The District underscores that the Court should strike all settlement-related discussions and 

attachments, as they are “immaterial” and “impertinent” under Rule 12(f), both because they are 

inadmissible as to liability and because they improperly reveal what were intended to be good-faith 

confidential settlement communications. Id. at 3–4. The District requests that the Court strike (1) the 

portions of the Opposition that discuss settlement negotiations after Ms. Morton’s complaint was filed 

with the Office of Human Rights (OHR), (2) all portions of the Opposition’s Exhibit 2 (Affidavit of 

Velma Rivers) that attest to settlement discussions after the OHR complaint was filed, and (3) the 

Opposition’s Exhibits 3, 4, 5, and 6 as related to those settlement discussions. Id. at 2. The District’s 

proposed strikes are reflected in Exhibit A to the Proposed Order accompanying the Motion to Strike. 
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Finally, the District argues that Defendants’ inclusion of Ms. Rivers’ affidavit warrants an award of 

attorneys’ fees to the District under Superior Court Civil Rule 56(h). Id. at 6. 

c. Defendants’ Opposition

In Opposition, Defendants argue that their Opposition to the Motion for Summary Judgment was 

not a “pleading,” and therefore Rule 12(f) does not apply. Opp. at 1; see Super. Ct. Civ. R. 12(f) (“the 

court may strike form a pleading an insufficient defense or any redundant, immaterial, impertinent, or 

scandalous matter.”) (emphasis added). Defendants argue that Superior Court Civil Rule 7 identifies 

“pleadings” as a complaint or third-party complaint; an answer to a complaint, counterclaim, cross-claim, 

or third-party complaint; and if the court orders one, a reply to an answer. See Super. Ct. Civ. R. 7(a)(1)–

(7). 

Next, Defendants argue that their Opposition and exhibits thereto were not presented or filed for 

any “improper purpose,” but rather to provide the Court with evidence establishing that “genuine disputes 

of material fact exist, including as to prima facie elements of Plaintiff’s discrimination claim asserted in 

Count I of the Complaint.” Mot. at 2–3. Moreover, Defendants argue that Exhibit 6—which the District 

requests that the Court strike in its entirety—does not include “any portion of emails with discussion or 

negotiation of monetary settlement offers, counteroffers, or settlement terms.” Id. at 3. Defendants’ 

counsel submits that he was “very selective” when assembling Exhibit 6 and did not include any offers to 

compromise or agreements to settle a claim. Id. (citing Pyne v. Jamaica Nutrition Holdings Ltd., 497 

A.2d 118, 126–27 (D.C. 1985)). Defendants included Exhibit 6 to “substantiate for the Court the accuracy 

and full context of the email quoted in the Opposition.” Id. at 3–4. Even if Exhibit 6 was not included, 

Defendants argue that the distance measured by the District’s investigator from handicap space 2 to Ms. 

Morton’s apartment was 202 feet. Id. at 4. 

Finally, Defendants argue that the affidavit of Velma Rivers was not submitted in bad faith. Id. 

The affidavit allegedly describes and affirms the series of good-faith efforts made by Defendants to 

engage in an interactive process, and Defendants maintain that the affidavit was made upon personal 
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knowledge and set out facts that would be admissible at trial. Id. at 5. Defendants suggest that the District 

“opened the door” to submission of the affidavit by contending in its Motion for Summary Judgment that 

Defendants “have never attempted to propose any viable alternative to [Ms. Morton’s] request.” Id. at 5–6 

(citing Pl. Mot. for Summary Judgment at 4). 

d. The District’s Reply

In their Reply, the District underscores that both District and federal courts have held that Rule 

12(f) may apply to motions briefing, including an opposition to a motion. Reply at 1. The District argues 

that Defendants’ Exhibit 6 was improperly included, as Assistant Attorney General Hall’s email relying 

on an investigator’s measurements is not competent evidence of those measurements. Id. at 3 (citing 

Joiner-Die v. U.S., 899 A.2d 762, 765 (D.C. 2006) (“A witness is competent to testify only about those 

matters of which he/she has personal knowledge.”)). Additionally, the District maintains that the email in 

Exhibit 6 cannot be considered during summary judgment for the truth of the measurements. Id. The 

District highlights that the distance between Ms. Morton’s apartment and any particular parking space is 

not a triable issue as to Defendants’ liability and, at best, Defendants’ arguments may inform remedies 

after a finding of liability. Id. The District reiterates that all references to settlement discussions must be 

stricken, as settlement discussions cannot be construed as part of the “interactive process” required by the 

Americans with Disabilities Act and the DCHRA, and are thus irrelevant to the summary judgment 

process. Id. at 4. Finally, the District explains that Mr. Rivers’ affidavit, by her own admission, discusses 

settlement negotiations and thus should be stricken. Id. at 5. 

e. Analysis

Defendants maintain that their settlement negotiations with the District satisfy their obligation to 

engage in an “interactive process” regarding a reasonable accommodation, thereby absolving them of 

liability under the DCHRA. But in the District and under Federal Rule of Evidence 408, “[i]t is settled 

that an offer to compromise, as well as an agreement to settle a claim, is inadmissible on the issue of 

liability.” Pyne v. Jamaica Nutrition Holdings, 497 A.2d 118, 126–27 (D.C. 1985) (citing Rule 408); see 
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also Lively v. Flexible Packaging Ass’n, 930 A.2d 984, 994 (D.C. 2007) (“[A]s a general rule, statements 

and admissions made by a party during the course of settlement negotiations are not admissible at trial.”). 

In addition to the fact that settlement conversations are inadmissible under the evidence rules, and 

thus not relevant to the Court’s determination of summary judgment, these parties’ settlement 

conversations cannot be used as proof of Defendants’ participation in an interactive process to resolve 

Ms. Morton’s disability claim under the DCHRA. Courts interpreting the DCHRA look to the analogous 

federal statute for guidance. See Sparrow v. D.C. Office of Human Rights, 74 A.3d 698, 704 (D.C. 2013) 

(incorporating ADA standard to DCHRA analysis.). It is clear that settlement discussions are not and 

cannot be construed as part of the pre-suit interactive process. See Jackson v. O’Reily Auto. Stores, Inc., 

131 F. Supp. 3d 756, 762–63 (M.D. Tenn. 2015) (holding that a document discussing litigation settlement 

is inadmissible as evidence of engagement in pre-suit “interactive process” required by the ADA); 

Scavetta v. King Soopers, Inc., No. 10-CV-02986, 2013 WL 2393070, at *3 (D. Colo. May 31, 2012) 

(same); c.f. Sheng v. M&T Bank Corp., 848 F.3d 78, 87 (2d Cit. 2017) (“An offer of an accommodation 

conditioned upon the dropping of monetary claims does not fulfill the requirements of the ADA as to an 

interactive process . . . The discussion obligation relates only to the feasibility of accommodating 

employer/employee needs. Conditioning proposed accommodations on the dropping of claims does not 

fulfill that obligation.”). If Defendants’ position were to be adopted, so long as a defendant was 

continuing to engage in settlement negotiations—no matter how farcically—summary judgment in a 

plaintiff’s favor on a reasonable accommodation claim would never be appropriate because the interactive 

process remains unresolved. This cannot be. 

The Court therefore grants Plaintiff’s Motion to Strike and orders that all portions of the 

Defendants’ Opposition to Plaintiff’s Motion for Summary Judgment as to Liability for Count I that 

discuss, refer to, or rely on confidential settlement discussions—including but not limited to the portions 

of the Opposition that discuss settlement negotiations after Ms. Morton’s complaint was filed with the 

Office of Human Rights, all portions of the Opposition’s Exhibit 2 (Affidavit of Velma Rogers) that attest 
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to settlement discussions after the complaint was filed with the Office of Human Rights, and the 

Opposition’s Exhibits 3, 4, 5, and 6 as related to settlement discussions are stricken from the Opposition 

and the record. The District is to be awarded attorneys’ fees related to its filing of the Motion to Strike, 

and shall submit its specific request for attorneys’ fees, including related declarations and references to 

the Laffey Matrix, to the Court within twenty-one (21) day of the issuance of this Order. 

IV. Motion for Summary Judgment as to Liability for Count I

a. Legal Standard

Rule 56(a) provides in relevant part, “[t]he court shall grant summary judgment if the movant 

shows that there is no genuine dispute as to any material fact and the movant is entitled to judgment as a 

matter of law.” See Osbourne v. Capital City Mortgage Corp., 667 A.2d 1321, 1324 (D.C. 1995); Smith v. 

Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority, 631 A.2d 387, 390 (D.C. 1993). In meeting their 

burden to show that there is no genuine dispute to any material fact, the movant must provide “evidence 

from which, were it accepted as true, a trier of fact might find for the [movant].” Allen v. District of 

Columbia, 100 A.3d 63, 67 (D.C. 2014).

If the moving party successfully carries this burden, the burden shifts to the non-moving party to 

show the existence of an issue of material fact. Smith v. Swick & Shapiro, P.C., 75 A.3d 898, 901 (D.C. 

2013); Bruno v. Western Union Financial Services, Inc., 973 A.2d 713, 716 (D.C. 2009); Osbourne, 667 

A.2d at 1324. This standard does not merely require an opposing party to raise a disputed factual issue, 

but rather show that the fact is material and that there is sufficient evidence supporting the claimed factual 

dispute to require a jury or judge to resolve the parties’ differing versions of the truth at trial. William J. 

Davis, Inc. v. The Tuxedo LLC, 124 A.3d 612,624 (D.C. 2015).

Viewing the non-moving party’s evidence in the light most favorable to it, the Court must decide 

whether “the evidence presents a sufficient disagreement to require submission to a jury or whether it is 

so one-sided that one party must prevail as a matter of law.” Hunt v. District of Columbia, 66 A.3d 987, 

990 (D.C. 2013). The Court may grant summary judgment only if no reasonable juror could find for the 
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non-moving party as a matter of law. Biratu v. BT Vermont Avenue, LLC, 962 A.2d 261, 263 (D.C. 2008); 

Tucci v. District of Columbia, 956 A.2d 684, 690 (D.C. 2008). In making this determination, the court 

cannot “resolve issues of fact or weigh evidence at [this] stage.” Barrett v. Covington & Burling, LLP, 

979 A.2d 1239, 1244 (D.C. 2009). Making credibility determinations, weighing the evidence, and 

drawing legitimate inferences from the facts are jury functions, not those of a judge. Anderson, 477 U.S. 

at 255.  If the court declines to grant all relief requested, the court may “enter an order stating any 

material fact— including an item of damages or other relief—that is not genuinely in dispute and treating 

the fact as established in the case.” Super. Ct. Civ. R. 56(g). Finally, in filing a Motion for Summary 

Judgment, the moving party must “file a statement of the material facts that the movant contends are not 

genuinely disputed. Each material fact must be in a separate numbered paragraph.” Super Ct. Civ. R. 

56(b)(2)(A) (emphasis added). 

b. Plaintiff’s Motion

Plaintiff argues that the Defendants in this case have “steadfastly refused to provide their elderly 

tenant a dedicated parking space that would allow her to enter and exit her apartment without significantly 

exacerbating the pain she suffers because of her disability.” Mot. at 1. Plaintiff alleges that this 

discriminatory refusal violates the District of Columbia Human Rights Act (DCHRA). Id. Plaintiff moves 

for Summary Judgment as to liability on Count I of the Complaint, as Plaintiff alleges that no genuine 

issue of material fact remains concerning Defendants’ refusal to provide Artricia Morton an 

accommodation for her disability—here, a dedicated parking space within 200 feet of her apartment. Id. 

Defendant KEM has owned Hillcrest House Apartments since 1976. Id. at 6. Since that time, it 

has used Defendant Delwin Realty as property manager for Hillcrest House. Id. Artricia Morton has lived 

at Hillcrest House for nearly 26 years, and has been disabled for twenty of those years, with ailments in 

her lower back and legs that make walking more than 200 feet extremely painful. Id. In 2018, Ms. Morton 

requested a dedicated parking space as a reasonable accommodation for her disability. Id. Defendant 

Jamaal Opie, Delwin Realty’s on-site property manager for Hillcrest House, required Ms. Morton to 
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provide documentation of her need for a dedicated parking space, and Ms. Morton provided a doctor’s 

note in June 2018 explaining that she is “unable to walk greater than 200 feet without significant 

exacerbation of her pain.” Id. Upon receiving this letter, Defendants did not provide Ms. Morton the 

accommodation she needs. Id. at 6–7. Instead, Defendant Delwin Realty suggested that Ms. Morton move 

out of her home and into a senior living facility, which it offered to help subsidize. Id. at 7. To date, 

Defendants have not provided Ms. Morton with any designated parking space—much less one within 200 

feet of her apartment, as required to accommodate her disability. Id. On May 7, 2019, Ms. Morton filed a 

Complaint with the District of Columbia Office of Human Rights against Delwin Realty. Id. After OHR 

found probable cause that Delwin Realty discriminated against Ms. Morton, she elected to have the 

District’s Office of Attorney General litigate the case in Superior Court pursuant to D.C. Code § 2–

1403.05(f)–(g). Id. 

The District argues that it is entitled to Summary Judgment on liability for its reasonable 

accommodation claim because it is undisputed that (1) Ms. Morton is disabled; (2) Defendants all knew 

of Ms. Morton’s disability; (3) Ms. Morton requires a dedicated parking space within 200 feet of her 

apartment to avoid “significant exacerbation of her pain,” (4) Ms. Morton requires this accommodation, 

and (5) Defendants refused to grant that reasonable accommodation. Id. at 8 (citing Douglas v. Kriegsfeld 

Corp., 884 A.2d 1109, 1129 (D.C. 2005) (en banc) (enumerating these five elements to establish a FHA 

claim for failure to provide a reasonable accommodation)). Under Douglas, Defendants were required to 

“open a dialogue” with the tenant “to determine what specifics the tenant has in mind and whether such 

accommodation would, in fact, be reasonable under the circumstances.” 884 A.2d at 1129. The District 

contends that Defendants’ refusal to grant Ms. Morton’s request demonstrates a fundamental 

misunderstanding of what the DCHRA requires. Id. at 9. The District underscores that Ms. Morton’s 

requested accommodation—a designated parking space—is “so uncontroversial that the U.S. Department 

of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) uses it as a textbook example of the type of reasonable 

accommodation that should be provided pursuant to the analogous federal Fair Housing Act.” Id. (citing 
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20 C.F.R. § 100.204(b)). Defendants’ refusal of Ms. Morton’s request was captured in a letter from 

Delwin Realty’s General Counsel to Ms. Morton’s former counsel:

According to Ms. Morton’s doctor’s note, she requires handicap parking privileges because she 
experiences pain when she walks more than 200 feet. . . . handicap [sic] parking spaces are first 
come, first serve. . . . Currently, Ms. Morton has an opportunity to use and enjoy the apartment 
complex that is equal to all of the other disabled residents. . . . providing Ms. Morton a personally 
assigned reserved handicap parking space would [therefore] not be a ‘reasonable’ 
accommodation.

SUMF ¶ 29 (emphasis in original). The District argues that this letter shows why the District must prevail 

on its DCHRA claim as a matter of law, as Defendants do not dispute the material facts and “denied a 

reasonable accommodation to a tenant they knew to be disabled because they believed the existence of 

other disabled tenants absolved them of their obligation to provide [Ms. Morton with a reasonable 

accommodation].” Mot. at 10. 

c. Defendant’s Opposition

As a threshold matter, in lieu of reading Defendants’ Opposition as filed, as it contains 

information that has been struck from the record, the Court reviews Plaintiff’s Exhibit A (Defendants’ 

Opposition to Plaintiff’s Motion for Summary Judgment as to Liability for Count I) to the Motion to 

Strike, filed on April 12, 202, which has been redacted in accordance with Plaintiff’s Motion to Strike. 

In Opposition, Defendants characterize Ms. Morton’s quest for a handicapped parking space as 

one motivated not by her disability, but by the length of time she has resided at Hillcrest House and an 

alleged sense of entitlement to a parking space close to the building entrance. Opp. at 2–3. Defendants 

note that Ms. Morton became “angry” when “her spot” was taken. Id. at 3. Moreover, Defendants 

insinuate that Ms. Morton is not truly disabled, as Ms. Morton “is frequently seen walking around the 

property and sometimes back and forth to her car to wipe it down or retrieve items. She does not use any 

assistance to walk and often exceeds the 200-foot pain threshold stated in her doctor’s note.” Id. at 4. Yet 

Defendants fall short of explicitly stating that they contest Ms. Morton’s disability status. Defendants 

argue that Ms. Morton’s original counsel (before the Office of the Attorney General began representing 
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Ms. Morton) “shut down the interactive process by threatening to file a complaint with OHR if Delwin 

failed to provide an assigned parking space to Ms. Morton by a specified date.” Id. at 14. 

d. Plaintiff’s Reply

The District notes that, instead of engaging with the relevant law or “meaningfully disput[ing] the 

material facts at issue,” Defendants utilized their Opposition to “engage in irrelevant, ad hominem attacks 

on an elderly, disabled tenant.” Reply at 1. While Defendants suggest that there are multiple spaces in the 

lot within 200 feet of her apartment, they do not dispute that Ms. Morton was not reliably able to park in 

one of those spaces, nor do they offer any evidence to dispute that those spots were not regularly available 

to her because the parking lot was full at least 60% of the time. Id. at 2. (citing Opp. at 9). While the 

doctors’ note does not specifically state that Ms. Morton requires “a designated handicap parking space,” 

(Opp. at 3, emphasis added), the District avers that any plain reading of the doctors’ note communicates 

Ms. Morton’s need for a dedicated space. Reply at 3. And while Defendants cite Defendant Evans’ 

deposition testimony for the proposition that Defendants have not yet refused Ms. Morton’s request, the 

District argues that a four-year delay without implementing a reasonable accommodation amounts to a 

constructive denial. See Calera-Cerezo v. U.S. Dep’t. of Justice, 355 F.3d 6, 25 (1st Cir. 2004) (finding an 

actionable refusal to grant a reasonable accommodation where “defendants simply stonewalled” the 

complainant by refusing accommodation); see also Astralis Condo. Ass’n v. HUD, 620 F.3d 62, 67 (1st 

Cit. 2010) (affirming that refusing parking accommodation for at least a year amounted to a refusal to 

engage in the interactive process). 

e. Analysis

The D.C. Human Rights Act, like the federal Fair Housing Act, prohibits discrimination based on 

a person’s disability. D.C. Code § 2–1402.21(d); 42 U.S.C. § 360(f)(3)(B).1 The DCHRA also mandates 

1 Courts interpreting the DCHRA look to the analogous federal statute for guidance. See Sparrow v. D.C. 
Office of Human Rights, 74 A.3d 698, 704 (D.C. 2013) (incorporating ADA standard to DCHRA 
analysis.). The DCHRA and FHA have identical reasonable accommodation requirements, and courts 
apply the same analytical framework for reasonable accommodation claims brought under both statutes. 
See, e.g., Douglas, 884 A.2d at 1115 n.1 (“The District of Columbia Human Rights Act employs virtually 
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that landlords provide reasonable accommodations for tenants with disabilities. D.C. Code § 2–

1402.21(d)(3)(B). This means that a landlord may be required to change generally applicable “rules, 

policies, practices, or services, when these accommodations may be necessary to afford any person equal 

opportunity to use and enjoy a dwelling.” Id. To establish a case of disability discrimination under the 

DCHRA for failure to provide a reasonable accommodation, the plaintiff must demonstrate that:

(1) [the tenant] suffered from a “handicap” or (“disability”), (2) the landlord knew or should have 
known of the disability, (3) an accommodation of the disability may be necessary to afford the 
tenant an equal opportunity to use and enjoy her apartments, (4) the tenant requested a reasonable 
accommodation, and (5) the landlord refused to grant a reasonable accommodation.

Douglas v. Kriegsfeld Corp., 884 A.2d at 1129. 

i. Ms. Morton is disabled.

The DCHRA defines disability as “a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one 

or more of the major life activities of an individual having a record of such an impairment or being 

regarded as having such an impairment.” D.C. Code § 2–1401.02(5A) (2001). Under the DCHRA, a 

“major life activity” is defined as “functions such as caring for oneself, performing manual tasks, 

walking, seeing, hearing, speaking, breathing, learning, and working.” Croley v. Republican Nat’l Comm., 

759 A.2d 682, 700 n.18 (D.C. 2000). A disability substantially limits a major life activity if it 

significantly restricts the condition, manner, or duration under which an individual can perform a 

particular major life activity as compared to the condition, manner, or duration under which the average 

person in the general population can perform that same major life activity. See Ivey v. District of 

Columbia, 949 A.2d 607, 612–13 (D.C. 2008) (citing 29 C.F.R. § 1630.2(j)(1)(ii)). On June 5, 2018, Ms. 

Morton received a letter from her doctor that provides that she “requires permanent handicap parking 

privileges as she is unable to walk greater than 200 feet without significant exacerbation of her pain. 

the same language as that found in the federal Fair Housing Act, substituting the word ‘disability’ for 
‘handicap’ while incorporating verbatim the federal wording for discrimination based on ‘a refusal to 
make reasonable accommodations’ for the disabled.”); see also Welsh v. McNeil, 162 A.3d 135, 154 (D.C. 
2017) (Glickman, J., concurring in part) (applying FHA framework to reasonable accommodation claim 
brought under both FHA and DCHRA). 
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Please accommodate.” SUMF ¶ 21. This establishes that Ms. Morton’s major life activity—walking—is 

substantially limited, as Ms. Morton cannot walk as far as a person in the general population can walk. 

Defendants do not dispute that Ms. Morton is disabled, despite their insinuation as much in their 

Opposition. SUMF ¶¶ 14, 23, 29. 

ii. Defendants knew of Ms. Morton’s disability.

Ms. Morton provided all Defendants with a copy of her 2018 doctor’s letter, and Defendants do 

not dispute that they received the letter and were aware of its contents. SUMF ¶ 22. Ms. Morton has 

displayed a handicap parking placard on her car since 2002, which entitles her to park in designated 

handicapped spaces and puts all Defendants on notice of her disability. Id. ¶¶ 19–20; Hubbard v. Samson 

Mgmt. Corp., 994 F. Supp. 187, 192 (S.D.N.Y. 1998) (displaying a “handicapped sticker create[s] a 

presumption, and place[s] defendants on notice that [a plaintiff is] entitled to protections afforded 

disabled individuals, including the [FHA’s] prohibitions on discrimination on account of disability.”).  

iii. Ms. Morton requires a dedicated parking space within 200 feet of her apartment 
to avoid “significant exacerbation of her pain.”

Ms. Morton’s “disability has caused the need for accommodation” and “the accommodation 

requested would eliminate the problem.” Douglas, 884 A.2d at 1133. Defendants spend pages in 

Opposition arguing that they have engaged in a good faith effort to identify an alternative to Ms. Morton’s 

request for a space within 200 feet of her apartment; however, nowhere do Defendants suggest why an 

alternative is necessary in the first place.

iv. Ms. Morton’s requested accommodation is necessary.

Ms. Morton’s doctors have specifically prescribed that, because of her disability, she may walk 

only 200 feet without significant pain. SUMF ¶ 21. Provision of a designated parking space within 200 

feet of her apartment will “eliminate the problem.” Douglas, 884 A.2d at 1133. Courts across the country 

have concluded that when a disabled person is unable to walk to their home without pain, a dedicated 

parking space is necessary for that tenant’s equal enjoyment of the property. See, e.g., Astralis Condo. 

Ass’n v. HUD, 620 F.3d 62, 67 (1st Cir. 2010) (a tenant’s request for a dedicated parking space within 
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forty-five feet of their condominium was necessary and reasonable when the tenant had mobility 

problems stemming from hip, knee, and leg ailments); United States v. Cal. Mobile Home Park Mgmt. 

Co., 107 F.3d 1374, 1381 (9th Cir. 1997) (“The rationale in these cases is that the handicapped person 

faces injury or pain by having to travel long distances from the house to the car. In these cases, causation 

is clear—without a parking space close to the apartment, the handicapped individual’s use and enjoyment 

of the dwelling is diminished.”). 

v. Ms. Morton’s requested accommodation is reasonable.

Whether an accommodation is “reasonable” is a question of fact, determined by a close 

examination of the circumstances. The Defendants bear the burden of demonstrating that a proposed 

accommodation is not reasonable. See Graffins v. Shineki, 672 F. Supp. 2d 119, 129 (D.D.C. 2009). 

Demand for parking at Hillcrest House exceeds the number of available spaces, both with respect to 

generally available spaces and the “reserved handicap parking spaces [that] are first come, first serve.” 

SUMF ¶¶ 10, 29, 33, 39. There are more residents with a disabled parking placard at Hillcrest House than 

there are available handicapped parking spaces. Mot. at 15. In 2019, there were eight disabled residents 

and only three of the sixty-seven parking spaces in the lot were designated as handicapped spaces. SUMF 

¶¶ 10, 33. Later, Defendant Delwin Realty designated two additional spaces as handicapped, raising the 

ratio to five spaces for eight disabled residents. Id. ¶ 39. To be fair, Defendant Opie testified that two 

disabled tenants at Hillcrest House do not drive or own a vehicle. Pl. Ex. 4 (Opie Depo) at 221:15–222:9. 

Defendants’ own surveillance of its parking lot and Ms. Morton’s parking habits demonstrate that these 

five handicapped spaces are full at least 60% of the time during the day. SUMF ¶¶ 36–37 (of the 151 days 

that Defendants surveilled Ms. Morton’s care, 91 of those days contained no notation that any other 

handicapped spaces were vacant). 

Providing Ms. Morton a dedicated parking space is reasonable because enforcing other residents’ 

compliance with the new parking restriction will not unreasonably burden Defendants or fundamentally 

alter Defendants’ programs at Hillcrest House. Defendants’ burden in providing Ms. Morton an 
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accommodation will involve posting a sign and enforcing compliance. Both parking rules and 

enforcement systems have long been in place at Hillcrest House. SUMF ¶ 40. There are already reserved 

handicapped parking spaces in the Hillcrest House lot, and there has historically been a space reserved for 

management and staff. SUMF ¶¶ 41, 45. Although used infrequently, Defendants have a system in place 

to have cars ticketed when an unauthorized vehicle parks in any of these handicapped or management-

only spaces. SUMF ¶¶ 40, 42. Neither Defendant Opie nor Defendant Evans could articulate any reason 

why it would be difficult for Defendants to provide Ms. Morton a designated parking space. SUMF ¶ 43. 

To be sure, although “in some cases the requested accommodation may provide an increased 

benefit to people with disabilities,” (Evans v. UDR, Inc., 644 F. Supp. 2d 675, 690 (E.D.N.C. 2009)), the 

law nevertheless requires equality of access. See Temple v. Hudson View Owners Corp., 222 F. Supp. 3d 

318, 325 (S.D.N.Y. 2016). The Court acknowledges that, absent such necessity, it is understandable that a 

landlord would not want to set a precedent of reserving the most desirable parking spaces for specific 

tenants—handicapped or not. However, because Ms. Morton cannot walk more than 200 feet without 

significant pain, the only reasonable accommodation that will allow Ms. Morton enjoyment of her 

apartment equal to that of non-disabled tenants is to provide her a parking space within 200 feet of her 

apartment. No other Hillcrest house resident has ever requested a dedicated parking space because of 

disability or for any other reason, so Defendants’ fear that they will face a flood of similar requests does 

not appear likely. SUMF ¶¶ 44–46. 

vi. Defendants refused to grant that reasonable accommodation.

Defendants do not dispute that Ms. Morton requested a reasonable accommodation of a parking 

space both verbally and in writing. SUMF ¶¶ 22, 26–31. To this date, Defendants have not granted Ms. 

Morton’s request for a parking space. The law requires landlords, when presented with a reasonable 

accommodation request that they purportedly cannot fulfill, to engage in an “open dialogue” with the 

tenant “to determine what specifics the tenant has in mind and whether such accommodation would, in 

fact, be reasonable under the circumstances.” Douglas, 884 A.2d at 1122 & n.22. The District maintains 
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that the only alternative the Defendants ever suggested was to help subsidize Ms. Morton’s “eviction” 

from Hillcrest House. SUMF ¶ 29. 

Finally, all Defendants are liable for the refusal to provide Ms. Morton with the accommodation 

to which she is entitled. Welsh v. McNeil, 162 A.3d 135, 156 n.68 (D.C. 2017) (Glickman, J., concurring 

in part); see also Sabal Palm Condos. Of Pine Island Ridge Ass’n v. Fischer, 6 F. Supp. 3d 1272, 1293 

(S.D. Fla. 2014) (“Individual board members or agents such as property managers can be held liable when 

they have personally committed or contributed to a Fair Housing Act violation.”). 

Accordingly, the Court grants Plaintiff’s Motion for Summary Judgment as to Liability for Count 

I and orders the parties to submit briefing on appropriate remedies. Plaintiff shall file its brief on remedies 

within twenty-eight (28) days of the issuance of this Order. Defendants shall then have fourteen (14) days 

to file an Opposition, and Plaintiff shall have seven (7) days thereafter to file a Reply.

For updates on DC Superior Court’s available resources and protocol in handling the ongoing 

coronavirus please continue to check: https://www.dccourts.gov/coronavirus.

Accordingly, it is this 31st day of May 2022, 

ORDERED that Third-Party Meghan Burns’ Motion to Quash is DENIED AS MOOT; it is,

FURTHER ORDERED that Plaintiff’s Motion to Strike is GRANTED; it is,

FURTHER ORDERED that all portions of the Defendants’ Opposition to Plaintiff’s Motion for 

Summary Judgment as to Liability for Count I that discuss, refer to, or rely on confidential settlement 

discussions—including but not limited to the portions of the Opposition that discuss settlement 

negotiations after Ms. Morton’s complaint was filed with the Office of Human Rights, all portions of the 

Opposition’s Exhibit 2 (Affidavit of Velma Rogers) that attest to settlement discussions after the 

complaint was filed with the Office of Human Rights, and the Opposition’s Exhibits 3, 4, 5, and 6 as 

related to settlement discussions are STRICKEN from the Opposition and the record; it is,

https://www.dccourts.gov/coronavirus
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FURTHER ORDERED that Plaintiff is to be awarded attorneys’ fees related to its filing of the 

Motion to Strike, and shall submit its specific request for attorneys’ fees, including related declarations, to 

the Court within twenty-one (21) days of the issuance of this Order; it is,

FURTHER ORDERED that Plaintiff’s Motion for Summary Judgment as to Liability for Count 

I is GRANTED; it is,

FURTHER ORDERED that the parties SHALL SUBMIT briefing on the appropriate remedies. 

Plaintiff shall file its brief on remedies within twenty-eight (28) days of the issuance of this Order. 

Defendants shall have fourteen (14) days to file an Opposition, and Plaintiff shall have seven (7) days 

thereafter to file a Reply; and it is,

FURTHER ORDERED that the parties’ Mediation REMAINS SCHEDULED for June 7, 2022 

at 11:00 a.m. 

________________________
         Heidi M. Pasichow 

Associate Judge
       (Signed in Chambers)               
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